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Agenda
 Impact of new standards ‐ Overview
 Basic concepts ‐ Refresher
 Financial statement impact
 Example calculations
 Implementation changes and challenges
 “To‐do” Timeline
 Current Discussions
 Q&A
 (Appendix items provided at end)
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1

Plans/Employers Impacted
 Single‐employer plans/single employer
 Provide benefits to the employees of only one employer.
 Example: City of Anytown creates a pension system just for its
employees
 Agent multiple‐employer plans/agent employer
 Provide benefits to more than one employer by pooling assets for
investment purposes, but legally segregating the assets to pay benefits
promised by individual employers. Essentially an agent plan is a
collection of single‐employer plans.
 Example: MERS, in Michigan
 Cost‐sharing multiple‐employer plans/cost‐sharing employer
 Provide benefits to more than one employer by pooling the assets and
obligations across all participating employers. As a result, plan assets
may be used to pay the benefits of any participating employer.
 Example: OPERS, in Ohio
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Plans/Employers Impacted
 Which kind of plan do you have?
1. Single‐employer plans/single employer
2. Agent multiple‐employer plans/agent employer
3. Cost‐sharing multiple‐employer plans/cost‐sharing
employer

 Any of you have more than one?
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Overall Impact
• This impacts all governmental entities that participate in a pension plan!
(not just higher education)
• Most states have a state‐wide cost‐sharing plan
• Many different situations
• Where should we spend the time today?
• Mechanics of recording the entries
• Politics and communication
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Employer Responsibility/End Goal

Cost‐
sharing
plans

Agent
plans

Single
Employer

Recording Liability
and Financial
Statement
Disclosure
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Employer Information Requirements
 Employers need the following to record the liability and
disclose appropriately:






Net pension liability (NPL)
Deferrals
Pension expense
Footnote disclosure data
Required supplemental information (RSI) data

 Where this information comes from depends on the type of
plan!
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Question
 How much have you done to prepare for GASB 67/68 to
date?
1. Not much, that is why I am here!
2. Attended a few webinars, but I feel there is much more
to learn
3. Started talking to my state plan, actuaries, and/or
auditors
4. Spent a lot of time researching and
discussing; I/we feel well prepared
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Let’s review
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Effective Dates
 GASB 67, Financial Reporting for PENSION PLANS
 Years beginning after June 15, 2013
 IMPACT:
 Stand alone plan f/s
 Employer with a pension trust fund
 GASB 68, Accounting & Financial Reporting for Pensions (EMPLOYER)
 Years beginning after June 15, 2014
 IMPACT:
 NPL recorded regardless
of plan type
 Does not impact
funding!!

June
year end

December
year end

Pension – FY2014

Pension – FY2014

Employer – FY2015 Employer – FY2015

 This does NOT impact OPEB (yet)!
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Current Approach vs…
 Current:
 Pension costs are recognized as the pensions are funded (or
how they should be funded, based on the actuarially
required contribution (ARC))
 There is no liability reported if the government fully funds it’s
ARC (single‐employer or agent plans) or pays its
contractually required contribution (cost‐sharing plan)
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New Approach under GASB 67/68
 GASB 67/68:
 Key conceptual shift in reporting pension liabilities and
expense under the economic resources measurement
focus…
 from a “funding” approach to
 an approach more focused on interperiod equity.
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New Approach Under GASB 67/68
 Theory:
 Pension costs are part of the employment exchange, and
should be recognized as the employment services are
rendered (not as they are funded)

 Responsibility:
 The pension plan is the primary obligor for the funded portion
– but the employer is the primary obligor for the unfunded
portion; this does meet the definition of a liability and should
be recorded as a liability
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Overall Balance Sheet Impact
 Employers will now record the NET pension
liability on the full accrual statements.

TOTAL
pension
liability

Plan Net
Position
(assets)

NET
pension
liability
(unfunded)

 These amounts will be measured as of the
“measurement date”
14
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Overall Income Statement Impact
CHANGE IN NET PENSION LIABILITY DUE TO:

EXPENSE

1. Employees work and earn more benefits

X

2. Interest on the total pension liability

X

DEFD I/O

3. Changes in total pension liability due to:
a) Actual economic & demographic changes differing from
assumed

Amortized
Over Service
Period

b) Changing assumptions about economic & demographic
factors

Amortized
Over Service
Period

c) Changes in the terms of pension benefits

X

4. Changes in amount of pension plan net assets due to:
a) Projected investment earnings

X

b) Actual investment earnings experience different than
assumed
c) All other (receiving contributions, paying benefits, etc.)
5. Changes in proportionate share of collective net pension
liability (cost-sharing plans only)

Amortized
Over 5 Years
X
Amortized
Over Service
Period
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Let’s talk Employer Financial
Statements – End Result
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Statement of Net Position

ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
$
Investments
Receivables (net)
Capital assets (net of accumulated depreciation)
TOTAL ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable & accrued liaiblities
Non-current liabilities:
Current portion of long-term debt
Long-term debt (net of current portion)
Net pension liability
TOTAL LIABILITIES
DEFERRED INFLOWS OF RESOURCES
NET POSITION
Net investment in capital assets
Restricted
Unrestricted

June 30, 2015
13,518,186
5,929,622
3,085,177
29,912,082
52,445,067

4,538,206
936,000
1,360,000
16,549,861

Employer
Financial
Statement
Impact –
Overview

23,384,067
320,702

27,616,082
3,645,199
(2,520,983)
TOTAL NET POSITION $

28,740,298
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Employer Financial Statement
Impact ‐ Overview
 Income Statement impact
 Pension expense will continue to be allocated to the functions
reported on the Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and
Changes in Net Position (SRECNP)
 First year – recording the initial liability will not impact pension
expense. Initial journal entry will be:
 Debit – Unrestricted Net Position
 Credit – Net Pension Liability (for balance at July 1, 2014)
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Employer Footnote Disclosures
 Very significant footnote disclosure changes (the illustrative
model takes 5 pages!):
 Benefit terms
 # of participants
 Contribution requirements
 Assumptions
 Support for the discount rate
 Details of the changes in the net pension liability
Likely these will be very time-intensive to compile!
Plan accordingly!
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Employer Financial Statement Impacts –
Overview
 New information in footnotes – Cost‐sharing Plan

20
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Employer Financial Statement Impacts –
Overview
New information in footnotes – Cost-sharing Plan
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Employer Financial Statement Impacts –
Overview
New information in footnotes – Cost-sharing Plan
Plan
Plan

the Plan
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Expanded Required
Supplementary Information – all plans
 10 years of changes in net pension liability
 Cost‐sharing plan – proportionate share of NPL
 10‐year comparison of funding status
 Not applicable to cost‐sharing plans
 10 years of ARC/contractual v. actual contributions
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Employer Financial Statement Impacts –
Overview
 Example RSI –
From GASB 68
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Financial Statement Impacts – Overview
 Example RSI – From GASB 68
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Employer Financial Statement Impacts –
Overview
 Example RSI – From GASB 68
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Example Calculations ‐ EMPLOYER
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Step 1 – Gather Data
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Gather Data
Type of Plan in
which Employer
Participates 

Single Employer
Plan

Agent Multi
Employer Plan

Cost Sharing Plan

Actuary report

X

X

(Plan only)

Plan’s financial
statements

X

X

X

Schedule of
changes in the
NPL

X

X (Employer level)

X (Plan Level)

Proportionate
Share of NPL

X
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Changes in the NPL
Increase (Decrease)

Changes in Net Pension Liability
(in thousands)

Balances at 9/30/13
Changes for the Year
Service Cost
Interest
Differences between expected and actual experience
Contributions ‐ employer
Contributions ‐ employee
Net investment income
Benefit payments, including employee refunds
Administrative expense
Other changes
Net changes
Balances at 9/30/14

Total Pension
Liability
(a)
$ 63,427,123

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position
(b)
$ 41,038,867

Net Pension
Liability
(a) ‐ (b)
$ 22,388,256

457,131
314,510
1,961,540
(1,194,340)
(33,730)
80
1,505,191
$ 42,544,058

758,640
2,165,150
375,390
(457,131)
(314,510)
(1,961,540)
‐
33,730
(80)
599,649
$ 22,987,905

758,640
2,165,150
375,390

(1,194,340)

2,104,840
$ 65,531,963
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Changes in the NPL
Increase (Decrease)

Changes in Net Pension Liability
(in thousands)

Balances at 9/30/13
Changes for the Year
Service Cost
Interest
Differences between expected and actual experience
Contributions ‐ employer
Contributions ‐ employee
Net investment income
Benefit payments, including employee refunds
Administrative expense
Other changes
Net changes
Balances at 9/30/14

Total Pension
Liability
(a)
$ 63,427,123

Plan Fiduciary
Net Position
(b)
$ 41,038,867

Net Pension
Liability
(a) ‐ (b)
$ 22,388,256

Cost‐Sharing
Plan
Proportionate
Share
0.07200%
$
16,120

457,131
314,510
1,961,540
(1,194,340)
(33,730)
80
1,505,191
$ 42,544,058

758,640
2,165,150
375,390
(457,131)
(314,510)
(1,961,540)
‐
33,730
(80)
599,649
$ 22,987,905

546
1,559
270
(329)
(226)
(1,412)
‐
24
(0)
432
16,551

758,640
2,165,150
375,390

(1,194,340)

2,104,840
$ 65,531,963

$
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Cost‐Sharing Employers
 Calculate Employers “Proportionate share”
 GASB encourages the estimation of expected future
contributions as the basis to allocate; but it allows any
method that is determined on a basis that is consistent with
the manner in which required contributions are determined.

32
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Cost‐Sharing Employers
Cost Sharing Plan Pension Benefits - Estimated GASB 68 Liability
(in thousands)

Total Pension Liability (TPL) as of 9/30/13

$63,427,123

Actuarial Value of Total Plan Net Position as of 9/30/13

$41,038,867
$22,388,256 (A)

Net Pension Liability (NPL) as of 9/30/13 – plan level
Total Plan Covered Payroll for Year Ended 6/30/13

X

$12,000,000

Estimated XYZ Entity Covered Payroll for Year Ended
6/30/13

Y

$8,640

Covered Payroll as a Percentage of Total Covered
Payroll – PROPORTIONATE SHARE

X/Y

Estimated pro-rata share of Net Pension Liability as
of 6/30/14 (NPL x proportionate share of covered payroll)

0.072% (B)

$16,120 A*B

[Example: to determine the initial year liability as of July 1, 2014]
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Cost‐Sharing Employers:
Allocation Method
 The allocation method chosen for this calculation
was the proportion of covered payroll.
 This may be acceptable, but the GASB allows any
method that measures the proportionate
relationship of the individual employer to the
aggregate of all employers.
 They encourage the use of projected long‐term
contribution efforts of each employer as the basis.
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Step 2 – Allocate changes in the
NPL between the components of
pension expense and deferred
inflows/outflows

35
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Included in Pension Expense








Employees work and earn more benefits
Interest on the total pension liability
Employee contributions (as a reduction)
Changes in the terms of pension benefits
Amortization of deferrals (see next slide)
Administrative expenses
Projected investment earnings (as a reduction)

 NOT INCLUDED –
•
•

Benefit payments reduce both Plan net position and Total Pension Liability by
the same amount;
Employer contributions prior to the “measurement date” has reduced the
net pension liability; contributions after the measurement date are reported
as deferred outflows.
36

Included in Deferred Inflows/Outflows
 Actual economic & demographic experience differing from
assumed
 Changing assumptions about economic & demographic factors
 Change in proportionate share (cost‐sharing plans)
 These 1st three factors will be amortized over the expected
remaining service lives (working careers) of all plan
members (retired, inactive, and active)
 Actual investment earnings experience different than assumed
 This will be amortized over 5 years.
 Employer contributions prior to the “measurement date” has
reduced the net pension liability; contributions after the
measurement date are reported as deferred outflows.
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Pension Expense vs. Deferred Inflow/Outflow
Changes in Net Pension Liability
(in thousands)

Plan balances at 9/30/13 (Employer balance at 6/30/14)
Changes for the Year
Service Cost
Interest
Differences between expected and actual experience
Contributions ‐ employer
Contributions ‐ employee
Net investment income
Benefit payments, including employee refunds
Administrative expense
Other changes
Net changes
Plan balances at 9/30/14 (Employer balance at 6/30/15)

Cost‐Sharing
Plan
Proportionate
Share
0.07200%
$
16,120

$

Expense

546
1,559
270
(329)
(226)
(1,412)
‐
24
(0)
432
16,551

Items not included in the rollfoward from the plan, to be tracked by the Employer:
Amortization of deferred inflows/outflows of resources
Employer contributions to plan after 9/30/14 (10/1/14‐6/30/15)
Net changes to expense and deferreds

Deferred

546
1,559
270
(226)
(642)

(770)

24
(0)

$

(136)
(247)
878

$

136
247
(117)
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Tracking Amortization of the Deferrals
Deferred Inflow/Outflow of Resources
(in thousands)

Current Year Activity
Fiscal
Year End

Amort.
Period

Outflow
Balance

Inflow
Balance
$

Future Recognition of Deferred Outflows/Inflows

Recognized
during Year

Differences between projected and actual experience
6/30/2015
Difference between projected and actual investment earnings 6/30/2015

15 $
5

270
‐

‐
$
770

Differences between projected and actual experience
Changes of assumptions
Change in proportionate share
Difference between projected and actual investment earnings

6/30/2016
6/30/2016
6/30/2016
6/30/2016

15
15
15
5

130
‐
32
260

‐

Differences between projected and actual experience
6/30/2017
Change in proportionate share
6/30/2017
Difference between projected and actual investment earnings 6/30/2017

15
15
5

‐
‐
‐

450
3
900

FY+1

(18)
154
136

$

FY+2

FY+3

(18) $
154

9
1
2
52

14
‐
‐

FY+4

FY+5

Thereafter

(18) $
154

(18) $
154

(18) $
154

(18) $
‐

(9)
1
(2)
(52)

(9)
1
(2)
(52)

(9)
1
(2)
(52)

(9)
1
(2)
(52)

(87)
9
(21)
‐

30
0
180

30
0
180

30
0
180

330
2
180

30
0
180

(162)
‐
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T Accounts & Journal Entries
Unrestricted Net Position
Credit
Debit
(1) $ 16,120

Net change

$ 16,120

Net Pension Liaiblity
Debit
Credit
(1) $ 16,120
(2) $ 432

Debit

Deferred
Credit

(2) $
(3) $

270 (2)
136

(4) $

247

$ 16,551

$

$

770

Pension Expense
Debit
Credit
(2) $ 1,261

117

(3)

$ 136

(4)

$ 247

$ 878

(1) Recording Net Pension Liability (NPL) at 7/1/14
(2) Recording NPL rollfoward to 6/30/15
(3) Record amortization of deferreds
(4) Move employer contributions after NPL date (9/30/14)
to deferred
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Implementation challenges

41
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Implementation Challenges
Requirement

Challenge

Data to come up with the journal entries

Getting it, timely; Verifiability

Data to come up with disclosures

Getting it, timely; Verifiability

Year‐end differences between plan and
employer

Contribution deferral. Complicates
timing, coordination, journal entries

Tracking the deferrals year to year

Different layers, different lives

Coordination among parties

Working with many individuals
(employer, plan, actuary, auditor)

Who is doing what?

Employer or Plan? When?

Where is the info coming from?

Employer or Plan?
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Potential issues
• Agent Plans –

• Audited financial statements of the plan do not include actuarial
information, nor do they include each employer’s “interest” in the fiduciary
net position
• Allocation of fiduciary position reported by plan to employer is unaudited
• Employers need the full break down of all the NPL components
• Cost Sharing Plans –

• Audited financial statements of the plan only included total net pension
liability for plan. They do NOT include all components needed
• Standard is silent on who (plan or each individual participating employer)
should calculate allocation percentages
• Standard provides flexibility in approach to determining allocations
• Standard encourages an allocation method that will be extremely difficult
to audit as it is based on projected future contributions
43

AICPA tentative recommendations
• Agent Plans –
• Include supplemental condensed schedule of “changes in fiduciary
position” by employer in plan financial statements for which plan auditor is
engaged to provide opinion
• Plan auditor engaged to issue SOC 1 (type 2) report on allocation of inflows
(i.e., contributions, investment income, etc.) and outflows (i.e., benefit
payments, administrative expenses, etc.) of plan to individual employer
accounts

• Cost Sharing Plans –
• Include “supplemental schedule of employer allocations” in the Plan’s
financial statements for which Plan auditor provides an opinion
• Include supplemental “schedule of plan pension amounts” in plan financial
statements for which plan auditor engaged to provide opinion
44
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What Now?
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Employer “To‐Do” Timeline
Task

Timing

Read the standards and look at examples 

Now

Look for GASB Pension Toolkit

•

•

GASB 67 Implementation Guide, Videos,
Articles, Q&A – available NOW (plan level
guidance)
Employer guidance under GASB 68
(available now!)

Start the conversations

Now

Implementation plan (timeline, who is doing
what within organization,
measurement date, when do you get the
info, actuarial valuation date)

Now

Start putting together footnote wording and
RSI schedules

Now ‐ 2015

Create general ledger accounts

Now ‐ 2015

Record activity!

2015
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Current Discussions
 CMU’s Involvement in MPSERS (Michigan Public School Employees
Retirement System)
 Political Challenges
 Board of Trustees
 Press
 State
 Plans
 Bond Rating Impact
 Pre‐funding
47
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CMU’s Estimated Impact
 CMU’s estimated net pension liability for MPSERS retirement plan
is $102 million at 6/30/14
Condensed Statement of Net Position ‐ Beginning Balance impact as of 6/30/14
Beginning
Balance
Post‐
GASB 68 Implementation
(in millions)
Original
6/30/2014
AJE
6/30/2014
Current assets
$ 122,401
$
122,401
Noncurrent assets
816,720
816,720
Deferred outflows
8,120
8,120
Current liabilities
104,118
104,118
Noncurrent liabilities
LTD
149,189
149,189
Net Pension Liability
‐
102,000
102,000
Net Position
Net investment in capital assets
322,478
322,478
Restricted
98,227
98,227
Unrestricted
273,229
(102,000)
171,229
Total Net Position
$ 693,934 $
‐
$
591,934
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CMU’s Estimated Impact
 CMU’s estimated net pension liability for MPSERS retirement plan
is $110 million at 6/30/15

49

CMU’s Estimated Impact
CMU’s
estimated net
pension liability
for MPSERS
retirement plan
is $110 million at
6/30/15

50
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OPEB – Exposure Draft Released!
May 28, 2014—The Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB)
voted unanimously to approve two Exposure Drafts proposing
significant improvements to financial reporting by state and local
governments of other postemployment benefits (OPEB), such as
retiree health insurance.
Folks were encouraged to review the proposals and provide
comments by August 29, 2014
GASB hosted public hearings on the Exposure Drafts on September 10,
11, and 12, 2014.
Implementation for fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2016 (or June 30, 2018).
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Q&A
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Thank you!!
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Appendix A – Full footnotes
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Employer Financial Statement Impacts ‐
Overview
 Example footnotes – Cost‐sharing Plan
 Significant Accounting Policies
 Pensions. For purposes of measuring the net pension liability, deferred
outflows of resources and deferred inflows of resources related to
pensions, and pension expense, information about the fiduciary net
position of the State Public Employees’ Retirement Fund (SERF) and
additions to/deductions from SERF’s fiduciary net position have been
determined on the same basis as they are reported by SERF. For this
purpose, benefit payments (including refunds of employee
contributions) are recognized when due and payable in accordance with
the benefit terms. Investments are reported at fair value.
 Examples/wording are from GASB 68, Accounting and Financial Reporting for Pensions—an
amendment of GASB Statement No. 27

56
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Employer
Financial
Impacts –
Overview
 Example
footnotes
– Cost‐
sharing
Plan
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Employer
Financial
Statement
Impacts –
Overview
 Example
footnotes –
Cost‐sharing
Plan
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Employer
Financial
Statement
Impacts –
Overview
 Example
footnotes –
Cost‐sharing
Plans
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Employer Financial Statement Impacts –
Overview
 Example footnotes – Cost‐sharing Plan
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Appendix B – Example AICPA
Recommendations
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Agent plans – potential issues
• Audited financial statements of the plan do not include actuarial
information, nor do they include each employer’s “interest” in the
fiduciary net position
• Allocation of fiduciary position reported by plan to employer is
unaudited
• Employers need the following elements to record as of the
measurement date:
• Total pension liability less fiduciary position = net pension liability
• Deferred outflows/inflows based on investment experience
• Deferred outflows/inflows based on changes in assumptions
• Deferred outflows/inflows based on actuarial gains and losses
• Pension expense

62
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Agent plans – AICPA tentative
recommendations
• Include supplemental condensed schedule of “changes in fiduciary
position” by employer in plan financial statements for which plan
auditor is engaged to provide opinion
• Plan auditor engaged to issue SOC 1 (type 2) report on allocation of
inflows (i.e., contributions, investment income, etc.) and outflows
(i.e., benefit payments, administrative expenses, etc.) of plan to
individual employer accounts
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Agent Plan ‐ Example Combining Schedule of
Changes in Fiduciary Net Position (by employer)
Example Agent Multiple-Employer PERS
Combining Schedule of Changes in Fiduciary Net Position
Year ended June 30, 2015
Employer 1
Additions:
Contributions:
Employer
Member
Investment income:
Total additions
Deductions:
Pension benefits, including refunds
Administrative expenses
Total deductions
Net increase (decrease)
Net position restricted for pension benefits:
Beginning of year
End of year

$

Employer 2

Employer 3

Total

86,252,000
32,662,000
80,965,000
199,879,000

34,500,000
13,065,000
20,347,000
67,912,000

51,751,000
19,597,000
37,112,000
108,460,000

172,503,000
65,324,000
138,424,000
376,251,000

384,635,000
4,716,000
389,351,000
(189,472,000)

184,352,000
1,886,000
186,238,000
(118,326,000)

228,356,000
2,829,000
231,185,000
(122,725,000)

797,343,000
9,431,000
806,774,000
(430,523,000)

5,843,645,000
5,654,173,000

1,468,538,000
1,350,212,000

2,678,595,000
2,555,870,000

9,990,778,000
9,560,255,000

From AICPA “The New GASB Pension Standards – An Auditor’s Perspective Part II”
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Cost sharing plans – potential issues
• Audited financial statements of the plan only included total net
pension liability for plan. They do NOT include:
• Deferred outflows/inflows of resources by category
• Pension expense
• Each participating employer’s share of collective pension amounts

• Standard is silent on who (plan or each individual participating
employer) should calculate allocation percentages
• Audited financial statements of the plan may not include necessary
information to calculate allocation percentages
• Standard provides flexibility in approach to determining allocations
• Standard encourages an allocation method that will be extremely
difficult to audit as it is based on projected future contributions
65
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Cost sharing plans – AICPA tentative
recommendations
 Include “supplemental schedule of employer allocations” in the
Plan’s financial statements for which Plan auditor provides an
opinion
 Use allocation method based on covered payroll or ARC
 Standard does not preclude employers from calculating
their own allocation

66

Cost‐Sharing Plan – Example
Example Schedule of Employer Allocations
20X5
Employer
Employer 1
Employer 2
Employer 3
Employer 4
Employer 5
Employer 6
Employer 7
Employer 8
Employer 9
Employer 10

Allocation

Contributions

Percentage

$

2,143,842
2,147,400
2,577,136
3,866,040
5,065,000
1,154,304
762,920
753,904
6,362,920
2,139,744
892,466
1,399,554
185,433
1,682,468
1,295,375

0.3773%
0.3779%
0.4536%
0.6804%
0.8914%
0.2032%
0.1343%
0.1327%
1.1199%
0.3766%
0.1571%
0.2463%
0.0326%
0.2961%
0.2280%

$

568,185,924

100.0000%

Employer 485
Employer 486
Employer 487
Total

Employer

Actual Employer
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Cost sharing plans – AICPA tentative
recommendations
• Include supplemental “schedule of plan pension
amounts” in plan financial statements for which plan
auditor engaged to provide opinion

• Supplemental schedule of plan pension amounts
include net pension liability, deferred outflows,
deferred inflows, and pension expense for plan as a
whole for which plan auditor is engaged to provide
opinion
 An alternative could be to include a “schedule of

employer pension amounts”

68
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Sample Schedule of Pension Amounts by Employer
Deferred Outflows

Pension Expense

Investment
Employer
Employer 1
Employer 2
Employer 3
Employer 4
Employer 5
Employer 6
Employer 7
Employer 8
Employer 9
Employer 10

Employer 485
Employer 486
Employer 487
Total

$

Amort of

Net Pension

Experience

Earnings

Etcetera ‐

Liability

Differences

Differential

other diff's

26,798,025 $
26,842,500
32,214,200
48,325,500
63,312,500
14,428,800
9,536,500
9,423,800
79,536,500
26,746,800
11,155,825
17,494,425
2,317,913
21,030,850
16,192,188

535,961 $
536,850
644,284
966,510
1,266,250
288,576
190,730
188,476
1,590,730
534,936
223,117
349,889
46,358
420,617
323,844

Employer

Share of Plan Proportion
Expense

535,960
536,850
644,284
966,510
1,266,250
288,576
190,730
188,476
1,590,730
534,936
223,116
349,888
46,358
420,617
323,843

Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…
Etc…

$

$ 7,102,324,050 $ 142,046,481 $ 142,046,481

Etc…

$ 448,524,130 $

Pension

Diffs

Expense

1,692,342 $
124 $
1,695,151
(1,793)
2,034,383
(8,088)
3,051,839
3,021
3,998,295
(9,900)
911,204
599
602,247
625
595,129
(5,712)
5,022,868
8,405
1,689,107
(1,188)
704,510
1,254
1,104,803
453
146,380
(205)
1,328,135
147
1,022,565
3,842
‐

1,692,466
1,693,358
2,026,295
3,054,860
3,988,395
911,803
602,872
589,417
5,031,273
1,687,919
705,764
1,105,256
146,175
1,328,282
1,026,407

$ 448,524,130
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Cost sharing plans – other
recommendations and observations
• Plans should carefully consider their responsibility for
verifying the accuracy and completeness of census data
and engage their auditors in a similar discussion

• Likely will result in significant incremental effort to test at
participating employers by both Plan and their auditors
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Glossary
• Net pension liability – Liability that equals the difference between
the total pension liability (per actuary) and the value of assets set
aside in a pension plan to pay benefits, or the “unfunded portion” of
the pension liability
• Plan Net Position – Essentially, the assets of the pension plan or the
“funded portion” of the pension liability
• Actuarially required contribution (ARC) ‐ the employer's required
contributions for the year determined by actuary
• Required supplemental information (RSI) – Information that a
designated accounting standard setter requires to accompany an
entity's basic financial statements (but not part of the basic FS)
74
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Glossary
• Service cost ‐ Service cost is the additional liability created because
another year has elapsed, for which all current employees get
another year's credit for their service.
• Interest cost ‐ Interest cost is the additional liability created because
these employees are one year nearer to their benefit payouts.
• Deferred inflows/outflows of resources – An
acquisition/consumption of net assets by the government that is
applicable to a future reporting period (only can be specific items
defined by GASB, government cannot pick & choose)
• OPEB ‐ Other postemployment benefits, such as healthcare or life
insurance
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